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Computing
Knowledge Organiser

Key Concepts
There are lots of different ways of
communicating with technology.
Some communication platforms (eg,

Autumn
Term

Amazing Activities
Record their ideas using a
range of new apps and then
combine them to
communicate with each other.

Online Buddies
Challenge: To understand it is everyone’s
responsibility to communicate respectfully
when using social media, e mails and
other forms of technological
communication platforms

facebook) can only be used by a
certain age range.
A good digital friend has the same
qualities as a friend they talk to
face to face.
Everyone has a social responsibility
to respect all when communicating
online.

Only positive comments and

chats should be posted.

Skills
To recognise how technology can
be used to communicate beyond
school.
To use technology purposefully
to create, organise, store,
manipulate and retrieve digital
content.
To use technology safely and
keep personal information private.

There are different types of online
bullying and it should not be
tolerated. Online bullying can be
stopped by telling a responsible
adult.

Key Vocabulary

Curriculum Links
Literacy Link: Presenting ideas in
the form of a mind map and
poster.
PSHE Link: Reinforcement of
maintaining healthy friendships
when communicating digitally.

Communicate - to share or exchange
information, news or ideas
Behave - how you “talk” to others when
communicating online
Post - to write a comment online, for example,
on social media
Reputation - the opinion that people in general
have about someone or something
Self Image - A mental picture we have of
ourselves
Risks - something that may be dangerous
Private - belonging to and only for the use of
one person
Online Bullying - the use of online technology
to hurt someone on purpose
Identity - who a person is
Profile - an outline or short description
Empathy - the ability to understand how someone else is feeling or the situation they are in

